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INTRODUCTION
In order to make anaerobic digestion (AD) more efficient, optimisation measures of the process are often needed. In this way we strive to produce as much biogas from the given
substrate as possible, while at the same time maintaining a reasonable level of process stability. One of the more promising ways to do that is by supplementation of trace elements in
the biogas reactors when necessary (Murray & Van Den Berg, 1981)
Trace elements (i.e. Co, Ni, Fe, Zn, Mo, W, Se), are needed for the growth of the microorganisms involved in biogas formation. This is mainly related to the fact that most are located in
active sites of enzymes, thus having a strong influence on their activity (Fermoso et al., 2009). As enzymatic activity is a vital part of the AD process, the supplementation of trace
elements in the biogas reactor has often proved beneficial by leading to increases in biogas production with a faster substrate turnover and lower concentrations of volatile fatty acids,
resulting in a more stable and efficient methane production (Gustavsson et al. 2013).
Additionally there are some indications in the literature that trace elements might also play an indirect role in rheology dynamics and foaming. The former can directly affect the
economics of reactor operation by influencing the energy consumption in relation to stirring and pumping of reactor fluid, as well as affecting stirring efficiency and heat exchange (Björn
et al. 2012). This can in turn increase the fluids tendency to foam, which is one of the most common and costly problems in the biogas industry today (Moeller et al., 2012). Much is still
unknown about the exact causes and mechanisms behind these processes.

HYPOTHESES & RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Our hypothesis is that, in addition to affecting the general process stability in AD, trace elements also play an important role in rheology dynamics, and through it, the foaming potential
of biogas reactor fluids. In addition, rheology shifts and foaming are complex processes that happen through cascading interactions between many components in the reactor fluid.
Based on the hypotheses the following research questions were formulated:
• Are the interactions, leading to unwanted rheology shifts and/or foaming, happening in a cascading manner? If so, can parameters for the prediction of these phenomena be
identified?
• What role do trace elements play in the interactions leading to rheology shifts/foaming?
• How are microbial community structures and activity affected by the amount of available trace elements?
• Can available trace element concentrations affect EPS production and does this lead to changes in rheological characteristics of the sludge?

EXPERIMENTAL OVERVIEW & METHODS
This research includes three phases, designed to systematically gather and analyse process
information (Image 1). The plan is to intentionally provoke process instabilities and/or failures,
while focusing on rheology shifts, foaming, and trace element concentrations/speciation. The
effect of trace element supplementation to minimise and abate these effects will also be
studied.
Phase I: Analyses of existing data
In the first, pre-experimental stage, we will analyse the existing rheological and
operational/process data of past experiments at the Department of Environmental Change in
order to determine any possible trends in the rheological behaviour of different reactor sludges.
This will help us to specify the appropriate experimental designs to be used in order to get as
much useful data from the planned experiments as possible.
Phase II: Stable reactor performance
Initially, three groups of laboratory scale CSTR reactors (5 L volume each) will be set up in
order to run the experiments. Different trace element concentrations will be maintained for each
group, ranging from low to high. We will begin by using defined substrates, allowing us to
conduct a more systematic study of the effects of e.g. proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates. This
will provide more accurate control of the experiment and a systematic overview of the related
processes. More complex substrates could then be used in the later stages.
Stable biogas production process performance at the different specified TE concentrations will
be established. Regular sampling of biogas and reactor sludge will be performed and samples
analysed for many different parameters (see Image 2).
Phase III: Induced process instability
During this phase we will provoke the processes and induce unstable reactor performance. The
potential provocation categories aimed at are presented in Table 1.
The provoking methods will be carried out by gradually changing the relevant parameters in
order to evaluate their critical levels at the onset of process instability. The concomitant levels
of TE bioavailability, rheology and foaming potential, as well as the status of the microbial
community will be determined. The provocative changes will then be continued until we reach
system failure in all reactors in one form or the other (extensive foaming / acidification /
extreme rheology shifts).

Image 1: Project design

Table 1: Process provocation categories
Category

Name

Description

I.

Reactor overload

OLR increase and/or HRT decrease

II.

Surface activity provocation

Increase of surface active agent content of substrate

III.

Rheological change provocation

Increase of viscosity-increasing substance content of substrate

IV.

Inhibitory agent overdose

Increase in inhibitory agent content of substrate

V.

Substrate degradability increase

Increase in easily degradable portion of substrate

VI.

Substrate degradability decrease

Increase in difficult to degrade portion of substrate

VII.

pH modulation

Increase and/or decrease of pH
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Image 2: Parameters to be monitored

